
BOL MOVIE BUSINESS REPORT IN INDIA

Bol is a Pakistani Urdu language social drama film written, directed and . In two weeks, the total gross revenue of the
film from 24 screens amounted to Bol collected â‚¹ 2,80, from 75 screens in India.

I think Rohit Shetty and team have done an outstanding job. Teaching children The Quran isn't giving him
enough money, so Saqa gives him another option: Hakim must marry and have a baby with Meena Iman Ali
who is one of the prostitutes and is Saqa's Shafqat Cheema oldest daughter. There, Saifi is harassed because
others discriminate against his identification. Hakim overhears Saifi telling his mother and Zainab what
happened. They also raise their new half-sister, Meena's daughter. The President Rashid Khawaja sees the
reporter's newscast that ends with that question and schedules a meeting with the topic as the same as the
question. She grew up with six sisters, a mother and a father. The mother tells the kids what happened, and
Zainab insists they all leave the house and move somewhere else to start a new life. Later on, when everybody
is asleep, Hakim suffocates Saifi to death with a plastic bag. When Hakim finds out about Ayesha's marriage,
he is furious but can't do anything about it. Hakim begs Meena to give him the baby so that the child doesn't
have to face a horrible future. Saqa overhears and kicks Hakim out. One day Saifi is raped. He Rohit Shetty
has surpassed his Golmaal. Bol Bachchan garnered Rs  Another intersex , played by Almas Bobby â€” who in
real life is a transgender person , finds him and takes him home. He is forced to go to the Saqa's house to get
it. When Hakim Manzar Sehbai finds out, he becomes very angry. Zainab is married to a guy who keeps
harassing her for not giving birth. She screams at him, and he beats her up. Sunday saw a huge jump in
collections with the latest figures totaling to Rs  Everyone has done a great job.


